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Re: Kaplan GMAT Premier Program 2009 EditionIt's amazing to me that a company of the stature of
Kaplan would have so many errors in a book intended to train for a test. It's hard to have confidence
in their services.Here are some of the numerous errors I found in the math section of this book.The
math section is a pathetic study guide. The errors are so numerous, that it's hard to know when it's
right. See below - and this is only as far as I got. I will return this poor "study guide" and request my
money back.I contacted Kaplan; they said they would have an errata sheet posted early Sept 2008;
it's now mid-Sept, and no errata sheet is posted.I'll try another publisher.Page 272, prob 10, error in
first line; fist x-intercept missing (3/2)Page 279, prob 6; 8x-2 should be 8x-3Page 289, prob 4; units
are meters in the sketch and inches in answersPage 322, prob 7; missing "+" sign in equationPage
323, prob 4; indicates use of calculator, but GMAT instructions say no calculators are allowedPage
326, prob 6; solution includes "y" in solution; there is no "y"Page 328, prob 10; equation has both
plus and minus signs, (x-+5)Page 285, 30-60-90 example shows 1:1:sqrt2; should be 1:2:sqrt3Page
299, prob 2; Greek letter for pi is "p" in answer E; confusingPage 300, prob 3; Greek letter for pi is
called "p"; confusingPage 300, prob 4; Greek letter for pi is called "p"; confusingPage 301, prob 5;

missing info: need to tell me that A in on line OBPage 305, prob 5; angle CDE and DEC are both 45
deg, but not drawn equal

There are excessive math errors in the book. Several times they use the same figure (ex. Triangle)
with the exact same measures (congruent triangles) to show how the two figures are different. How
can they be different when the 3 sides and the 3 angles are identical? One time they say find the
"equation with and -5". Nothing between the two words.They tend to introduce new concepts in the
practice problems and then don't explain them in the answer explanations.The english portion was
OK.

Ugh, Worst. Study guide. Ever. Here's why...I've started studying on the Math portion of the book
first because I know it'll take me longer to retain it, but there are so many errors in the study guide
that it just confuses me and makes me second guess myself. NOT what you want in your study
manual!!So far, I've been through about 40 pages of the math section and have discovered 9 errors.
Sometimes it may be them leaving out pertinent information for a question, sometimes the wrong
symbol is used (ie: 1/2 x 30(x=32)=870 ,no, really that's straight from page 339), Sometimes the
answers won't match the question because the problem was typed out incorrectly, and I'm no math
whiz, but I'm pretty sure that they have a wrong answer in the answers section.Another annoyance
is that in their practice questions, they'll ask questions to skills that they've not yet covered in the
review. But most of the time they just assume that you still remember formulas from your High
school days and (something they could have easily listed in the section) and then they place
questions on it in the practice areas. Well, how the smurf are you supposed to figure out that a
trapezoids formula for area is 1/2 x height(base1 + base2) if they don't tell you? It makes for a very
frustrating study experience.My intention is to write Kaplan about this, because it was a huge waste
of money (especially at full retail, since I didn't buy here on ) and has been a waste of time. How can
you trust them to sucessfully take you through the review you need for such a test, if they can't even
get simple things like + and = signs in the right places?DO NOT BUY THIS BOOK!

First, I don't understand all the complaints about errors and typos. I did every problem in this book
and understood the solutions when I read the answer explanations of problems I got wrong. I did not
encounter errors. (I ultimately scored a 730.) I can't help but wonder if some of the "errors" people
found were answers they just didn't understand. (A reviewer of the Official Guide here on proved
that point by bringing up a specific example s/he quoted as the book's mistake, but other users

explained why s/he was wrong.)Now, the problems are not all great, and that is why you need the
official guide for most of your additional un-timed practice, but Kaplan was worth it for the computer
practice: 4 full length timed practice tests and extra timed problem sections. With just the two free
from gmac, I would not have learned to adjust my timing enough. ***Note** DO NOT uninstall or
reinstall your Kaplan computer software, or try to install it on another computer, or "reset" your tests.
It screws up ALL of the 4 practice tests and you will see repeat questions.****The Kaplan approach
to writing the essays was useful. Most of their "techniques" I think are pretty obvious, but are still
helpful reminders to read, such as the "picking numbers" or "working backwards" approaches to
certain quant. problems.
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